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Background 
 
Comprehensive and accurate measurement of waste generation and disposal 
has been identified as an issue virtually across the country. A national multi-
stakeholder committee was established a couple of years ago to address issues 
surrounding national standardization of waste diversion measurement, or 
Generally Accepted Principles (GAP) of waste measurement. This committee 
has served to initiate valuable discussion regarding these issues, and has 
developed a protocol and manual that communities can follow in producing 
comparable waste generation and diversion measures.  
 
It was determined that a national workshop on waste measurement would be 
valuable in determining barriers and opportunities to increased standardization of 
waste measurement and reporting throughout Canada. 
 
 
Project Goal 
 
Further national discussions surrounding issues of accurate and comparable 
waste generation and diversion measurement, with the ultimate goal to facilitate 
a standardized approach to facilitate data aggregation at a national level. To 
accomplish this goal, the following objectives were identified: 
 
• to showcase existing waste data collection systems in Canada 
• to share lessons learned in the development, implementation and 

maintenance of these systems 
• to establish a principle of assembling accurate and comparable waste 

generation, diversion and disposal data 
• to determine whether there is an opportunity for having a standard, national 

approach to data collection 
 
 
 
Workshop Delivery 
 
The workshop was held at the Banff Centre on March 21-23, 2004, with 
25 people attending from across the country. A participant list is attached in 
Appendix A. 
 
Proceedings were recorded and compiled, and subsequently provided to 
workshop participants for review and comment. These proceedings, including 
presentations, are included in Appendix B.  
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Results / Conclusions 
 
Primary conclusions arising from the workshop are summarized as follows: 
 
Waste Streams to Measure 
 
Although it would be ideal to be able to measure the entire waste stream, and 
this is the ultimate goal, the level of accuracy in measuring residential waste is 
currently much greater than for the IC&I and C&D sectors. This is largely 
because municipalities generally control and monitor residential waste. 
 
However, we are currently missing approximately 2/3 of the waste stream, so 
systems for measuring non-residential waste must be developed. 

 
Units of Measurement 
 
Weight is the measurement unit of choice – it tends to be the most accurate and 
easiest to translate into other measures, such as environmental impact. Some 
remote areas and sectors may require estimates based on volumes – 
conversions are readily available. 
 
Measurement Purpose 
 
A comprehensive, harmonized national measurement system would serve a 
variety of purposes and provide a number of advantages, including the following 
 
• good information provides the foundation for decision-making. Accurate 

measurement allows for setting of goals and prioritizing actions. 
• harmonization provides the opportunity for benchmarking, identifying best 

practices, and comparative analysis. 
 
Obtaining Private Sector Data 
 
Private sector has good data, as they need the information for business 
purposes. However, they are generally reluctant to share the information 
because of competitive concerns. Additional work needs to be done to determine 
if this data can be compiled at a high enough level and in an aggregate form that 
the private sector would be comfortable with. For example, reporting of IC&I 
numbers at a provincial level may be adequate for policy development needs, but 
not threaten disclosure of any information of a confidential nature. Since 
StatsCan already attracts good participation from the private sector, it makes 
sense that they continue to collect data from this sector. 
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Developing and Optimal Measurement System 
 
A number of features were identified to define the optimal measurement system: 
 
• User friendly and efficient 
• Ability to extensively manipulate data 
• High response/participation rate 
• Provides valuable information – comprehensive and relevant, e.g. national 

indicators 
• Flexible to meet a variety of needs 
• Nationally consistent 
• Transparent, standardized methodology 
 
Stats Can as Common Delivery Agent 
 
Discussions identified Stats Can as a potential national delivery agent that could 
provide a unified approach. Stats Can already delivers national surveys, and is a 
trusted agency with a very high compliance rate. There is also a high degree of 
confidence in data compiled by Stats Can, and respondents trust them to protect 
confidential information. 
 
It was determined that there would be value in pursuing the evolution of the 
current Stats Can Waste Management Industry Survey to accomplish the data 
collection goals of the group. This would provide a base level of core data 
collection for provinces currently not doing their own. Provinces already 
undertaking detailed data collection (Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba) 
could potentially feed their data into Stats Can, thereby reducing the survey 
burden on individual reporters. 
 
There is also the potential for provinces with detailed data collection systems to 
share their survey instrument with other provinces wanting to collect additional 
data. CSR has expressed a willingness to share their web-based tool with other 
jurisdictions. This information, in turn, could then be fed into the national Stats 
Can database. 
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Outcomes / Next Steps 
 
Participants were charged with completing a number of follow-up tasks to ensure 
the momentum established at this workshop is maintained. These are 
summarized below: 
 
All Participants 

• Forward workshop presentation notes to RCA 
• Education re: GAP and Stats Can systems 

 
Provinces  

• Check enabling legislation (i.e., does the province have legislation that 
compels respondents to participate in submitting measurement data) 

• Verify base-line data collection 
• Consult with municipalities 
• Submit letter to StatsCan (end of June) 

 
Municipalities 

• Develop data collection systems 
• Educate peers 
• Contract management 
 

StatsCan  
• Forward sample letter of agreement 
• Send out current survey form 
• Update existing survey to be GAP compatible 
• Work with provinces to compare existing systems to establish core 

data set 
• Investigate Stats Can “light” report 
• Coordinate streamlining of process with provinces who have detailed 

data calls (MB, ON, QC, NS) 
 
NRCan / Environment Canada  

• Contact absent provinces and territories to update and request 
feedback 

• Compare existing systems to establish core data sets (4-6 months) 
• Coordinate follow-up/timelines 
 

General 
• Conference calls to update 
• Potential follow-up meeting to develop core data set 
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Conclusion 
 
The Issues in Waste Measurement Workshop was a very productive event that 
shows strong potential to further the goal of harmonized waste data collection 
systems across the country. Through the ongoing facilitation and coordination of 
national organizations such as Natural Resources Canada, Environment Canada 
and Statistics Canada, in consultation with provincial governments and non-profit 
organizations, real progress in resolving issues surrounding waste measurement 
can be made. 
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Appendix A – Workshop participants 
 
Company Contact City Province
Tire Recycling Management 
Association of Alberta 

Stewart Bruce Edmonton AB 

Manitoba Product 
Stewardship Corporation 

David Crawford Winnipeg MB 

Corporations Supporting 
Recycling 

Gordon Day Toronto ON 

Alberta Environment Christine Della 
Costa 

Edmonton AB 

Saskatchewan Waste 
Reduction Council 

Joanne Fedyk Saskatoon SK 

Recyc-Quebec Louis Gagne Anjou PQ 
BC Ministry of Water, Land 
and Air Protection 

Brian Grant Victoria BC 

City of Calgary Dave Griffiths Calgary AB 
Multi-Material Stewardship 
Board 

Nancy Griffiths St. John's NF 

Environment Canada Dennis Jackson Hull PQ 
RIS International Ltd. Maria Kelleher Toronto ON 
Nova Scotia Department of 
Environment and Labour 

Bob Kenney Halifax NS 

Town of Banff Kurt Koester Banff AB 
City of Edmonton Greg Lewin Edmonton AB 
Statistics Canada John Marshall Ottawa ON 
Corporations Supporting 
Recycling 

Guy Perry Toronto ON 

BFI Harold Richardson Calgary AB 
Alberta Environment Bob Rippon Edmonton AB 
Recycling Council of Alberta Christina Seidel Bluffton AB 
Natural Resources Canada Robert Sinclair Ottawa ON 
Northern CARE / Athabasca 
Regional Waste 
Management Services 
Commission 

Rob Smith Athabasca AB 

Recycling Council of Ontario Jo-Anne St. Godard Toronto ON 
Greater Vancouver Regional 
District 

Mike Stringer Burnaby BC 

Earth Tech Sarah Wilmot Burnaby BC 
Recycling Council of British 
Columbia 

Natalie Zigarlick, 
CAE 

Vancouver BC 
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Appendix B – Workshop Notes and Presentations 
 
Overview: 
 

Workshop Notes 
Current Data Collection 

- Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta Municipal Systems (summary) 
- British Columbia (presentation) 

 Greater Vancouver Regional District (report) 
- Quebec (presentation) 
- Alberta (report) 
- Nova Scotia (presentation) 
- Newfoundland & Labrador (presentation) 

Statistics Canada Presentation 
Generally Accepted Principles (GAP) 
Solid Waste Benchmarking 



 

 

 
 
 

Issues in Waste Measurement Workshop 
March 22, 23 
Banff Centre 

 
Notes 

 
 

What do we want to measure? 
• Ideal would be to measure all of it – residential/ICI/CRD 
• Level of accuracy with residential rates is currently much greater than ICI/CRD, 

as it’s easier to get the records. It’s easier to track waste streams that you have 
control over, i.e. collect. If they’re not municipal, organizations mostly don’t have 
to submit information. 

• We all tend to focus on residential, but ICI/CRD is the majority (~2/3) of waste 
stream. Creates difficulties when politicians are using recycling and disposal 
rates from residential streams to make political decisions 

• If streams are mixed, how do we separate components for reporting? 
 
What information do we want to collect (units: weight versus volume)? 
• Weight may be more accurate but there’s a need to have volume statistics, too 
• It’s easier to translate from weight to volume than vice versa – conversions 

readily available. 
• Some streams don’t have access to weight data, e.g  landfills that still don’t have 

weigh scales. Volume-to-weight protocols/ defaults are needed for these 
situations. If composition is known, density can be calculated. Waste audits are 
an important tool to use for this calculation. 

• Weight measures more accurate. Landfills fill by volume, but tend to compact 
over time to fairly consistent density. 

• Environmental impacts are calculated from weight. 
• Volume tends to be more important when economics are the focus. 
• StatsCan: 75-80% of landfills have weigh scales (though that varies widely 

depending on the province). StatsCan uses its own default for density numbers. 
• There are seasonal and other variations that impact waste composition – waste 

audit tools are useful to help calculate those differences 
 
Material types 

1. prescribed list? 
2. how material specific do we want to get? 

• First need to define residential, ICI, CRD/DLC. Stewardship maybe separate? 
• Next step to measure relative quantities or broad waste stream categories. 
• Stewardship organizations looking for enough detail to define responsibilities. 
• Note: local anomalies can skew ICI/ CRD numbers, in particular. 
• Important to compare apples to apples – different programs/ jurisdictions have 

different baselines. 
• Decided to park issue, since depends highly on purpose of data. 



What do we want to use the data for? 
• Appropriate allocation of resources – need reliable data to help decisions re: 

where money should be spent. E.g. Stewardship – relative responsibilities. Need 
accurate modeling for reliability. 

• Assessing priorities and setting goals – identifying largest opportunities 
• Net environmental benefit of a particular activity or program – brings in bigger 

environmental picture (GHG, etc.). Where does waste management fit in with 
other systems such as water treatment? 

• Designing programs and facilities 
• Identifying and comparing best practices – on a local, national and international 

level 
• Benchmarking 
• Reporting/ tracking – locally, nationally, internationally 
• Measuring program performance and success 
• Education and awareness – for residents, for decision-makers (public and 

political) 
• Financial modeling – need reliable information to make financial decisions (both 

for government and private industry) 
• The world moves from financial decisions to environmental and social purposes, 

and we shouldn’t shy away from this. The more information that is supplied from 
measurement, the easier it is to make political decisions. 

• Comparison purposes – all levels of government are asked how they are doing 
relative to their neighbors 

• Justifying existence – all boils down to garnering resources 
• The challenge for politicians at every level is to be accountable – they have a 

responsibility re: life-cycle analysis. What are the benefits of doing one thing 
versus another, and where do we put our priorities and dollars – especially when 
there’s not just waste to consider (e.g., if a municipality has a sub-standard water 
treatment facility, should it be spending money on a blue box program?) 

• Dollars vs tonnage vs qualitative measurement 
 
Benefits of harmonization/standards – who benefits, do benefits justify 
efforts? 
• Without common methodologies, hard to compare and identify best practices. 
• Need to be able to aggregate data at a national level 
• Need to first harmonize within provinces/ regions. 
• Streamlining the reporting mechanism would reduce work for municipalities. They 

would then only have to answer one report and answer the questions in one way 
(as opposed to current practices which often see several surveys sent out, with 
similar questions asked in different ways on each survey) 

• Allows for comparability and consistency 
• But what benefit is it to municipalities who currently are not collecting any 

information? Why would they participate? 
• Helps if there’s some sort of tangible benefit to municipalities – example of 

datacall being tied to funding in Ontario. Participation rate is now basically 100% 
in Ontario.  
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• Private sector benefits from harmonized measurement as they often bid on RFPs 
based on whatever measurement information is available. If that information is 
incorrect or out-dated, businesses can “lose their shirts”. Consultants, 
researchers, engineering firms all use waste measurement data – a common set 
of numbers would be very useful. 

• Important to remember that there are different “start points” in each province, 
depending on some of the existing programs (e.g., beverage container systems 
vary in different provinces; some municipalities count multi-family dwellings under 
residential while others count them as commercial, etc.). These differences have 
to be noted and/or accounted for in any harmonized approach. Don’t want to 
double-count. Don’t want to miss anything. 

• Maybe within measurement there has to be a fourth category of “stewardship 
programs” 

• Everyone benefits from increased efficiencies and best practices 
• If national standards are developed, how to fairly audit/ assess. 
• Politicians are demanding this information 
 
Overview of current data collection systems: Where are we starting from? 
See submissions attached. 
 
Collecting Information from the Private Sector: what do we need; how would 
we get it; what’s in it for them, etc. 
• Need a reasonable level of detail on a provincial level – that’s often good enough 

to begin making some decisions. Probably not necessary on a municipal level 
• Need to track import/export – don’t want it to become a shell game – every 

boundary is artificial and material will flow to the lowest cost option. The private 
sector is critical to figuring out whether we’re actually increasing diversion, or just 
moving material to other landfills.  

• Concern/danger with double-counting private sector data. Have to ensure that 
any measurement collected has not already been counted 

• It appears that the private sector has very good data … but where/how would 
they be comfortable in sharing that information? Businesses are very concerned 
with competitors and, often, with policy-makers. There’s no way they’d want to 
share information at anything less than the provincial level (definitely not at the 
municipal level) as it might give their competitors an edge. 

• Can the private sector be given the assurance of confidentiality and still get some 
useful information in return? What’s in it for them?  

• StatsCan surveys are mandatory, but they typically don’t choose to enforce. 
Even so, they’re in the mid-70 percentile of response on the business side of the 
survey (and that 70% of the businesses is dealing with approximately 95% of the 
waste) 

• Manitoba has the private sector reporting recyclables – only the companies that 
participate in the process get to see the results. The information is collected third 
party (and the Manitoba Stewardship board sees the same information that the 
participating companies see). The third party is the keeper of the information, and 
the Manitoba government only gets to see the overall total. Motivation for private 
sector to participate is that they want to know market size. 
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Key Features of an Optimal Measurement System 
• One system; one survey. Nationally recognized. User friendly 
• Data manipulation – easy to pull out the information most useful for each 

particular need 
• Frequency – annual reporting would be optimal, but may not be necessary in all 

jurisdictions 
• Consistency of measurement amongst regions (baseline comparison must also 

be consistent); harmonization of measurement 
o Start with consistency of basic info 

• High response/participation rate 
• Good reporting indicators 
• Comprehensiveness of system – needs enough detail to help make decisions 
• Efficient to use (i.e., web-based, fax, paper?) – both delivery and collection 
• Flexibility to cover a jurisdiction that has a lot of data; able to meet a variety of 

needs within one system; ability to bring in additional models as a waste program 
develops in a particular jurisdiction 

• Ability to have higher-order measures for comparison. Common reporting 
principles 

• National indicators such as disposal rates 
• System that incorporates data from existing stewardship programs. System that 

allows existing programs, that may vary from province to province, to feed into 
the measurement system so it allows for comparison 

• Standardized methodology that allows for third party scrutiny. Any measurement 
process should be transparent 

• Macro information consistent across the country - start with high order measures 
for comparison – national indicators like disposal rate 

• GAP compatible - provides consistency and harmonization 
 
STATSCAN Survey – Pros/Cons 
Pros 

• National 
• High compliance rate 
• Could develop a web-based survey 
• Good verification process 
• Core system stays the same – additional questions can be added for 

individual provinces 
• High confidence level in accuracy of information; rigour, system for 3rd party 

verification 
• Confidence of confidentiality 
• Doesn’t publish data unless confident of its accuracy 

Cons 
• Only done every two years 
• Costs about $300,000 per cycle 
• Currently takes up to two years to turn-around 

o potential for short-form survey every year 
• Confidentiality clause can exclude data 
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Discussion on Using StatsCan Survey as the Data Collection Base 
• Currently, what StatsCan asks on its survey is “similar” to what some of the 

provinces are asking. However, similar isn’t good enough – it has to be “the 
same”, if we want to compare data  

• StatsCan should play an integral role in collection of information … and they 
have to, particularly for ICI, CRD and any province that chooses not to do its own 
detailed measurement collection 

• StatsCan retains ownership of any information they collect, but participants have 
full access to the data at whatever level they want 

• StatsCan cannot take the lead on sharing information. However, if they hear from 
a province, that gets the ball rolling. StatsCan needs a letter from the provincial 
government expressing interest on entering into a “Section 12” agreement with 
StatsCan. An agreement can then be set up, through the use of an MOU, to 
decide who has access to the data, and how it can be used. Provinces would 
have access to the raw data and could use it however they wish. Key element is 
that the information is gathered, collated, delivered and analyzed in a consistent 
manner – only way to have useful comparisons. To work on a national level, 
must have common methodology 

• StatsCan currently uses threshold populations, so some of the less-populated 
provinces have areas that are not measured (but as regional authorities get set 
up, it is alleviating some of those gaps). 

• Re: StatsCan sharing data collected from/at a municipal level: 
o If the municipality tells StatsCan it’s okay to share info, StatsCan releases 

it 
o If the municipality says “no”, but the province has enabling legislation that 

says the municipality has to share, then StatsCan releases it 
o If the municipality says “no”, and the province does not have enabling 

legislation, then StatsCan does not release it 
• Want to reduce “response burden” – i.e., reduce the number of times/ways that 

municipalities are asked to supply measurement information 
• There are already four provinces that are collecting very detailed information. Is 

there an existing collection tool (e.g., DataCall) that other provinces can steal … 
and then feed into the StatsCan information? 

• Issue of how data collection should be done by provinces that already collecting 
comprehensive information. From Ontario/CSR standpoint, CSR could ensure 
that data currently covered by StatsCan is covered by CSR and sent to StatsCan 
(on the government side, anyway ... for the business side, probably still need for 
that to go through StatsCan). Nova Scotia already has an agreement in place 
with StatsCan – i.e., that StatsCan does not collect information in NS because 
the province is already doing so through its survey 

• Next StatsCan survey goes out in March 2005 (for information on 2004). If we 
want to use GAP as the standard measurement for residential materials, then we 
need to have the StatsCan survey compatible with GAP. John figured that could 
be achieved by the 2005 survey, as long as he has help 

• Discussed having the comprehensive StatsCan survey every second year, and a 
“lite” survey on alternate years 

• Ultimate goal = GAP for Canada 
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• Important to remember/recognize that PEI, NB and the governments of ON and 
SK were not at the workshop – need to talk with them 

• Any measurement that we’re currently discussing is focused on “tonnage” data 
… not “financial” data 
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Actions/ Next Steps 
 
All Participants 

• Forward workshop presentation notes to RCA 
• Education re: GAP and Stats Can systems 

 
Provinces  

• Check enabling legislation (i.e., does the province have legislation that 
compels respondents to participate in submitting measurement data) 

• Verify base-line data collection 
• Consult with municipalities 
• Submit letter to StatsCan (end of June) 

 
Municipalities 

• Develop data collection systems 
• Educate peers 
• Contract management 
 

StatsCan  
• Forward sample letter of agreement 
• Send out current survey form 
• Update existing survey to be GAP compatible (Maria to make suggestions 

on what needs to be added, distribute that to everyone who was at this 
meeting, and have a GAP meeting to confirm – and this all has to be done 
by mid-April in order to meet StatsCan deadlines) 

• Work with provinces to compare existing systems to establish core data 
set 

•  Investigate Stats Can “light” report 
• Coordinate streamlining of process with provinces who have detailed data 

calls (MB, ON, QC, NS) 
 
NRCan/ Environment Canada  

• Contact absent provinces and territories to update and request feedback 
• Compare existing systems to establish core data sets (4-6 months) 
• Coordinate follow-up/timelines 
 

General 
• Conference calls to update 
• Potential follow-up meeting to develop core data set 
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Current Data Collection Systems 
 

Ontario Data Call 
CSR willing to share software – want access to data. 
 
Database has been switched to the Waste Diversion Ontario server and address link 
has changed. Gord is attempting to get workshop participants a website link, log-in 
ID and password so they can play around and print. Not possible to pdf or save to 
some other format. 
 
Saskatchewan 
Saskatchewan has no formal system of collecting solid waste information.  
 
There are currently about 500 landfills in the province, two private and the rest 
municipal. About 150 landfills have closed and/or been decommissioned in the last 
10 years. There is a push toward fewer landfills as more waste management regions 
are being formed and as new landfills are being built that are more costly and 
subject to stricter regulations. Very few of our landfills (10-20 at most) have weigh 
scales, and few communities keep detailed records.   
 
A new computer database system is being developed for landfills, similar to the new 
water database, based on the Alberta Model. This will provide a comprehensive 
landfill permitting and tracking system in the province. This database could be 
expanded to include waste measurement capabilities (although I don't think that's in 
the plan at the moment). 
 
Municipal Systems 
 
Calgary – undertaking a waste characterization study this year that they will be 
happy to share. 
 
Banff - All of Banff's recycling and waste is measured by weight at a on site scale 
before shipping. (only exception is Electronics and they are tracked by volume.) 
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline
MSW Tracking – Structure (Brian)

 In the Beginning
Waste Reduction Goal
MSW Plan Mandate

 MSW Tracking Reports
MSW defined and Regional district data
1990 - 1995 Reports
1996 – 2000 Reports
2001 - 2002 Report

 Provincial Data and Trends
 Conclusion
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Presentation OutlinePresentation Outline

MSW Tracking – Challenges ( Natalie)

Participation

Process / Accuracy
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In the beginning - 1989In the beginning - 1989

Provincial Waste Reduction Goal
 A 50% reduction by 2000 in the amount of MSW

requiring disposal, compared to 1990

MSW Plan Mandate for Regional Districts
 Waste Management Act amended to require RDs

to submit municipal solid waste management
plans by end of 1995

 Expected to reduce regional waste stream by as
much as practical, given resources and location
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MSW Tracking ReportsMSW Tracking Reports

MSW defined in 1992
 Refuse originating from residential, commercial,

institutional, demolition, land clearing or
construction sources, or

 Refuse specified by a manager to be included in
a plan

Regional District data
 Tracking reports based on data from regional

districts
 No independent verification
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MSW Tracking ReportsMSW Tracking Reports

1990 – 1995 Reports
 Produced by one ministry person and succession

of co-op students

 Based on specialized, one-off software, used
primarily by co-op students

 Complicated to use/understand

 Prone to errors, missing data

 Ministry person retired in 1995
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MSW Tracking ReportsMSW Tracking Reports
1996 – 2000 Reports

 Produced by RCBC under contract

1996 Report - new model
 Excel-based report
 Recalculated 1990 baseline as 0.8 tonne/cap/year
 Assumptions for missing disposal data

RD pop x prov average reduction rate

 Recycling rate significantly underestimated

1997-98 Report
 Revised RD and baseline data to better account for DLC

refuse – 1990 rate increased to 0.944 t/c/yr
 Used grouping of RDs to fill in missing data
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MSW Tracking ReportsMSW Tracking Reports
1999 Report

Used 1998 rate x 1999 pop for missing data

 2000 Report
Recalculated 1990 baseline as 0.879 t/c/yr as a result

of BC C Stats recalculating 1990 population!

Used last good year to estimate missing data

Confirmed missed goal

2001 – 2002 Reports
 44% funded by RDs

 Collected only disposal data
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Provincial DataProvincial Data

28.50.6282,602,7164,141,2722002

30.40.6122,509,0884,101,5792001
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31.00.6062,423,5243,996,0301998

23.80.6702,650,1083,958,2171997

27.00.6412,488,7413,880,5931996
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Disposed
(Tonne)

PopulationYear
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Disposal Rate ChangesDisposal Rate Changes
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Disposal Rates, 1990-2002Disposal Rates, 1990-2002
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MSW TrackingMSW Tracking
ChallengesChallenges

Two main challengesTwo main challenges

1.1. ParticipationParticipation

2.2. Process/AccuracyProcess/Accuracy
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MSW Tracking - ChallengesMSW Tracking - Challenges

1. Participation

 In the past some regional districts have
chosen not to submit information, as a
result for the 2001 and 2002 reports data
for 5 regional districts was estimated

 Since participation has not been obligatory
even those regions that participated have
not necessarily been completely
forthcoming with their data
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MSW Tracking - ChallengesMSW Tracking - Challenges

2. Process/Accuracy

Accuracy varies according to local availability
of staffing and/or weigh scales

Each region tracks/measures materials in a
different manner (sometimes tracking or not
tracking different materials as well)

Estimates are used in various areas, and the
estimation process varies by region
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ConclusionConclusion
The variety of circumstances makes reporting

difficult.
Rural data tends to be less accurate as a result of

fewer staff and/or lack of scales or tipping fees.
Landfill bans seem to result in lower disposal

rates (usually but not always).
Measuring disposal is a lot easier than measuring

diversion.
Many local governments in BC are unlikely to bear

the costs of measuring diversion unless there is
an obligation or financial inducement.
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Contacts and WebsitesContacts and Websites

Brian Grant, WLAP
ph 250-356-9834, fx 250-387-8897

Brian.Grant@gems9.gov.bc.ca
MSW Tracking Reports at
http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/epd/epdpa/mpp/reduction.htm

Natalie Zigarlick, RCBC
Ph 604-683-6009 ext 307, fx 604-683-7255

natalie@rcbc.bc.ca
 http://www.rcbc.bc ca



Overview of Current Data Collection Systems
Greater Vancouver Regional District

The GVRD Waste System

GVRD operates a network of 6 transfer stations, a long haul landfill in Cache Creek (330
kilometres north-east of Vancouver) and a waste to energy plant in Burnaby.  The City of
Vancouver operates a transfer station, yard waste composter and landfill which are part of
the GVRD system.  A tipping fee of $65/tonne is charged at all facilities.

Municipalities or their contractors provide curbside waste and recyclable collection to all
single family residences and a small number of ICI and multi-family residences.  Most of
the ICI and multi-family waste and recyclables is collected by private waste haulers.
Several municipalities also operate recycling depots to assist in servicing the multi-family
and commercial buildings.

BC has well developed industry stewardship programs which manage beverage
containers, tires, lead-acid batteries, paint, lubricating oil, pharmaceuticals, flammable
liquids and pesticides.

Demolition, land clearing and construction (DLC) waste and recycling is generally
handled by the private sector.

Solid Waste Measurement and Data Collection

The GVRD collects municipal solid waste data for the following purposes:

1. Disposal and recycling figures are gathered for annual comparison against the
GVRD’s Solid Waste Management Plan targets and to satisfy reporting
requirements to the Province.  This reporting includes residential, ICI and DLC
(CRD) waste and recyclable streams.  No financial data is included.  Disposal
data for the ICI and residential sectors is collected at GVRD and City of
Vancouver transfer or disposal facilities.  Residential recycling data is reported by
our municipalities.  Recycling data from stewardship programs is reported by the
stewards and is considered to be ICI material.  Other ICI and DLC recycling data
is obtained from private material brokers and processors.  (Note: GVRD has a
bylaw which requires private waste and recycling facilities to provide data on
request but most information is provided voluntarily.)  DLC disposal is reported
by the private and public disposal sites.  An estimate is made of the DLC waste
which is exported out of the region to low cost disposal sites on First Nations
land.

2. Benchmarking is used to critically compare GVRD solid waste operations against
similar operations in other jurisdictions.  Since GVRD only provides disposal
services through a variety of contracts and a mix of publicly and privately owned
facilities, quantity and cost information is obtained internally.  Data collection and



assignment of costs is somewhat complicated by our public/private/partnership
with our service provider and a need to maintain a level of confidentiality.

3. GVRD has just issued a contract for development of a Solid Waste Management
and Financial model to assist in dealing with future regional growth. This model
will assist in planning and operating the required solid waste infrastructure in the
future by providing answers to the “what if” questions.  The model will require
waste and recyclable flow and cost data from the region and from member
municipalities.

4. An annual survey of municipal recycling programs is carried out to provide
regional staff with up to date knowledge of the programs active in the region.

5. GVRD provides data to Statistics Canada for the biannual Waste Management
Industry Survey.  The data required for this survey is obtained internally.
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Executive Summary

Every year, the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) reviews its solid waste
management system.  The review is conducted to monitor solid waste generation and
reduction rates, which are compared to a 1990 baseline, in accordance with the 1995
Regional Solid Waste Management Plan.  This review is for 2002.

The GVRD is comprised of 21 member municipalities and one electoral area.  As part of
the annual review, the waste management infrastructure and three primary waste streams
are analyzed to determine the quantity of waste disposed, recycled and generated.  The
waste generated is the sum of the recycled and disposed waste.  The table below
summarizes the quantities of the three main waste streams in 2002.

WASTE STREAM
(SECTOR)

Waste
Disposed
(tonnes)

Waste
Recycled
(tonnes)

Waste
Generated

(tonnes)

Percent of
Waste

Generated

Residential (curb-side) 356,408 261,044 617,452 21.3%

Institutional,
Commercial and
Industrial (ICI)

667,001 538,892* 1,205,893 41.5%

Demolition,
Landclearing and

Construction (DLC)

410,040 668,443 1,078,483 37.2%

TOTAL 1,433,449 1,468,379 2,901,828 100%

* Sum of private ICI recycling and MSW product stewardship figures.

Residential waste comprises 21.3% of the total solid waste stream.  Waste from both
single and multi-family units is delivered either to transfer stations, the Vancouver
Landfill or the Waste-To-Energy Facility.  Recyclable materials from residential units are
either collected through curb-side programs or through depots. All recyclable materials are
eventually brought to privately operated sorting facilities where they are processed and
sold as commodities.  Residents are encouraged to recycle and reduce disposal by imposed
limits on the amount of waste that can be collected at the curb-side each week.

ICI waste comprises 41.5% of the total solid waste stream, and includes wastes generated
at office buildings, retail services, businesses, schools, institutions and some multi-family
units.  It also includes recyclables that are a result of product stewardship programs.  ICI



waste is primarily collected by the private sector, and the type and degree of recycling
depends on the nature of the business and the practicality of waste separation.

DLC waste comprises 37.2% of the total solid waste stream. The quantity of DLC waste
generated tends to fluctuate depending on the amount of construction activity and the state
of the economy.  Concrete and asphalt are large components of the DLC waste stream that
are nearly all recycled.  Gypsum and wood waste are other components that are available
for recycling.  DLC waste is handled by the private sector and economics plays a
significant role in diversion of DLC materials from disposal.

Product stewardship plays a large role in the management of municipal solid waste
(MSW) in the GVRD and the rest of British Columbia.  The province is considered a
leader in product stewardship and has developed and implemented product stewardship
programs for beverage containers, tires, lead-acid batteries, used oil, pharmaceuticals and
household hazardous wastes such as paint, pesticides and flammable liquids.  In 2002, a
total of 164,813 tonnes of material was managed through product stewardship programs in
the GVRD.  Beverage containers, tires and lead-acid batteries are materials that are
collected under product stewardship that are considered MSW.  These components
amount to 142,815 tonnes of material that are recycled and accounted for in the ICI sector.

The GVRD’s primary function is to provide disposal services for the residential and ICI
sectors.  In conjunction with private and municipal partners, the GVRD operates six
transfer stations that receive primarily residential and ICI waste.  Following removal of
hazardous and recyclable materials, waste is taken to one of three disposal options: the
Vancouver Landfill, the Cache Creek Landfill or the Waste-To-Energy Facility.

DLC waste is managed by the private sector and is taken to one of several licensed
privately operated transfer stations in the region for material recovery or directly to one of
the following locations for disposal: Vancouver Landfill where it is used as a base
material at the site, a private landfill in Richmond, or to other sites which are outside of
the GVRD jurisdiction.

In 1990, the GVRD waste generation rate was 1.38 tonnes per capita.  The objective of the
Solid Waste Management Plan was to reduce waste disposal from this baseline by 50% by
2000.  This objective was achieved in 1998 with a per capita disposal rate of 0.68 tonnes.
In 2002, the per capita disposal rate in the GVRD was 0.678 tonnes.



SYNOPSIS

In 2002, 1,433,449 tonnes of municipal solid waste, generated from within
boundaries of the Greater Vancouver Regional District, was disposed.  This is
an increase of 0.7% when compared to 2001.  The population estimate for the
GVRD in 2002 is 2,114,314, up from 2,091,080 in 2001 (1.1% increase).  This
results in a per capita disposal rate of 0.678 tonnes in 2002.

The total quantity of materials recycled in 2002 is reported at 1,468,379 tonnes,
an increase of 3.5% from the 1,418,489 tonnes in 2001.  That correlates to a
recycling rate of 50.6% for 2002.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Regional Solid Waste Management Plan (the Plan) is to
integrate and guide municipal waste management functions in the region. The
key goals of the Plan include achieving waste reduction, providing cost
effective waste disposal, and regulating private waste disposal and recycling
facilities.

The current plan for the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) was
finalized and approved by the Ministry of Environment (currently known as the
Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection) in 1995.  Generally, residential
waste and recyclables are handled by member municipalities, and commercial
and construction type waste and recyclables are handled by private waste
management companies.

Every year, the GVRD reviews how solid waste is managed in its region.  The
review is conducted to monitor solid waste generation and reduction rates,
which are compared to a 1990 baseline, in accordance with the Plan.  This
review is for 2002.



2.0 THE GREATER VANCOUVER REGIONAL SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLAN

2.1 Plan Objectives

The overall objectives of the Plan, as taken from the 1995 document are:

• Meet or exceed the goal of a 50% per capita reduction in waste disposal
by the year 2000, relative to the 1990 baseline.

• Work towards shifting greater financial responsibility for waste
management onto heavier users of waste management services, and
ultimately and preferentially onto the manufacturers of products.

• Transfer the necessary regulatory powers and authority from the
Provincial Government to the District to regulate private waste disposal,
transfer, and recycling facilities.

• Strive for consistent implementation of its new initiatives among the
various member municipalities.”

Under the 1995 Plan, the GVRD is responsible for:

• operation of its landfills in accordance with the BC Landfill Criteria;

• provision of adequate future disposal capacity;

• continued operations of the Waste-to-Energy Facility;

• provide transfer stations and recycling depots as required for access by
all municipalities;

• ban certain materials from landfilling, as appropriate to achieve
environmental improvements and waste diversion;

• work closely with the private sector to achieve improved waste
diversion;

• promote education to all sectors in cooperation with municipalities; and

• license and monitor all privately owned and operated waste management
facilities.

In order to support the Plan, the GVRD member municipalities are obliged to:

• implement volume based user fees;

• expand the number of materials accepted by Blue Box Programs; and

• expand the areas serviced by Blue Box Programs.



2.2 Plan Area

The GVRD is comprised of 21 member municipalities and one electoral area.
The GVRD’s solid waste plan area includes the aforementioned as well as the
City of Abbotsford.  Though not in the GVRD, Abbotsford is part of the Fraser
Valley Regional District and participates in GVRD’s park functions and in its
solid waste system.  Table 1 lists the participants in the GVRD’s solid waste
system.

• Village of Lions Bay

• Bowen Island
Municipality

• District of West
Vancouver

• District of North
Vancouver

• City of North Vancouver

• City of Vancouver

• Electoral Area A/EUL

• City of Burnaby

• City of New
Westminster

• City of Richmond

• Corporation of Delta

• City of Surrey

• Township of Langley

• City of Langley

• City of White Rock

• Village of Belcarra

• Village of Anmore

• City of Port Moody

• City of Coquitlam

• City of Port Coquitlam

• District of Pitt
Meadows

• District of Maple
Ridge

• City of Abbotsford

Table 1: Participants in GVRD’s solid waste system.

The 2002 population of the GVRD is estimated at 2,114,314 (not including
Abbotsford).   The population of the GVRD area has increased at an average
rate of 1.6% per year in the past five years and this trend is expected to
continue.

The area of the GVRD is 282,066 hectares, of which 28% of the GVRD area
(79,700 hectares) is developed.  Approximately half of the developed area is
residential.

Figure 1 is a map that shows the location of the transfer stations and two waste
disposal facilities in and just outside the GVRD.  It should be noted that Cache
Creek Landfill (third disposal facility) is not shown on this map, Matsqui
Transfer Station is located in the Fraser Valley Regional District and Surrey
Transfer Station is under construction and scheduled to commence operation in
the spring of 2004.



Figure 1:  Map of transfer stations and two disposal sites.

2.3 Reporting

This Annual Solid Waste Management Report is compiled based on the
following information:

• Municipal reports submitted to the GVRD with information on
population, waste quantities and types collected, materials
diverted/recycled, and a description of new initiatives.

• Reports from the private sector waste facilities with quantities recycled
and disposed.

• Reports from GVRD and Vancouver transfer stations, landfills and
waste-to-energy facility on quantities of residual materials accepted.

The Plan Monitoring Committee (PMC) of the GVRD uses this report as the
basis for their annual report to the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection.

Transfer Station (TS)

Waste-To-Energy Facility

Landfill

Vancouver
Landfill

Vancouver
TS WTEF

North
Shore

TS

Coquitlam
TS

Surrey
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Maple Ridge
TS

Langley
TS

Matsqui
TS



3.0 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SECTORS

The solid waste management system in the GVRD can be divided into three
sectors:

 Residential

 Institutional, Commercial, and Industrial (ICI)

 Demolition, Landclearing and Construction (DLC)

3.1 Residential Sector

The residential sector represents the solid waste stream from households.  All
municipalities, except Maple Ridge, collect residential waste from single-family
units (SFU) at the curb-side.  In most municipalities, waste from multi-family
units (MFU) such as apartments, condominiums and townhouse complexes is
collected by private contractors and is accounted for in the IC&I sector.
However, all of the waste collected from both SFU and MFU are delivered to
the GVRD’s regional solid waste management system.

For recyclables, most of the municipalities provide collection services for SFU
and MFU and/or provide depot services.  For SFU with collection services,
recyclables and yard waste are typically collected at the curb-side.  For MFU,
only recyclable materials are collected from designated areas in the MF
complex typically through the use of well marked recycling bins.  Appendix A
includes tables that summarizes the residential recycling services provided by
the municipalities.  Ultimately, all recycled materials are brought to privately
operated sorting facilities where the materials are processed and sold as
commodities.

3.2 Institutional, Commercial and Industrial Sector

Institutional, Commercial and Industrial (ICI) waste originates from office
buildings, retail services, businesses, schools, institutions and light industrial
operations.  This waste stream is primarily collected by the private sector.  As
indicated above, the waste from the majority of MFU in the region is collected
by the private sector and included in the ICI waste disposal figures.  Waste
management companies compete to provide a variety of waste management
services to this sector of the community.

The type and degree of recycling depends on the nature of the business and the
practicality of separating different products at the source.  Most offices have an



office paper recycling system, whereas restaurants are more likely to have an
organics collection point for food waste.  Machine shops routinely recycle
metal.

3.3 Demolition, Landclearing and Construction Sector

Demolition, Landclearing and Construction (DLC) waste consists of residuals
from construction and demolition of buildings and clearing of undeveloped
land.  The generation rates vary from year to year depending on construction
activity and the state of the local economy.  DLC waste is managed primarily
by the private sector.  Generally, more than half of the DLC waste generated is
recycled.  Component of the DLC waste stream that have good recycling
include concrete, asphalt and gypsum.  Materials that are not economical to
recycle are disposed of either at a private landfill in Richmond, the Vancouver
Landfill or one of several disposal facilities that are not in GVRD jurisdiction.

In the past, the GVRD estimated that a significant amount of DLC waste was
transported to unauthorized disposal facilities such as First Nation landfills.
Data is not available from these facilities, since they are outside the jurisdiction
of the GVRD.  The amount of DLC waste disposed to these landfills were
estimated by means of surveys carried out near the highway scales.

The DLC sector has the highest level of recycling of the three sectors.
Recycling efforts are driven primarily by economics.  Source separation of DLC
materials such as concrete/asphalt, gypsum, metal, concrete, cardboard, clean
wood and plastic will present recycling opportunities for these materials.  The
GVRD continues to work with the construction, demolition and development
industry to enhance recycling of materials in this sector.



4.0 RECYCLING BY SECTOR

4.1 Residential Recycling

Every municipality in the GVRD has some form of residential recycling.  The
majority of municipalities collect recyclables such as paper products, plastics,
glass and metals from single family and multifamily dwellings, and yard waste
from single family only.  In 2002, the amount of recyclables collected by the
residential sector was 261,044 tonnes.

Figure 2 below shows the trends in commodities recycled by the residential
sector from 1995-2002.  These figures indicate total recycling from curb-side
and multifamily pickup, from depots and an estimate for backyard composting
of yard and food waste.  It should be noted that recyclables collected at
municipal depots are considered part of the residential recycling stream.  Figure
2 also groups the recyclables into categories such as “Paper products” which
consists of old news print (ONP), old corrugated cardboard (OCC), mixed paper
and other paper, “Metals” which consists of cans, ferrous, non-ferrous and
white goods, and “Miscellaneous” which consists of mixed containers, textiles,
mixed recyclables, batteries, mattresses, oil and other recyclable materials.

Figure 2: Trends in Residential Recycling, 1995-2002
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Yard waste and organics recycling figures are calculated from the quantity of
yard waste collected and an estimate of the quantity of organic waste being
composted in backyard composters.  The estimated amount of organics diverted
from backyard composters is estimated at 250 kg/year per household.  This
estimate is consistent with the calculated figure used by the City of Seattle
which has a similar climate and solid waste program as the GVRD.



4.2 ICI Recycling

The figures for ICI recycling were compiled from the recycling quantities
reported by privately operated brokers, transfer stations and composting
facilities.  Figures 4 and 5 indicates the trends in commodities recycled from
privately operated ICI facilities from 1995-2002.  In 2002, privately operated
ICI recycling facilities processed 396,077 tonnes of material.

Figure 4: Fibre Material Recycling in the ICI Sector 
(1995-2002)
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Figure 5: Other material recycling in the ICI Sector
(1995-2002)
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Some of the ICI recycling organizations did not respond or were not prepared to
respond to requests for information during the preparation of this report.  These
companies were not prepared to divulge any detailed information about the
quantities processed at their plant due to economic sensitivities or a lack of



confidence of their results.  This was particularly true of the metal recyclers.
However, there is anticipated to be progress in working with major metal
operations in the future.

It should be noted that 142,815 tonnes of MSW was recycled through product
stewardship programs in the GVRD in 2002.   Historically, materials recycled
under product stewardship programs, which is discussed in greater detail in
Section 4.4, were accounted for in the ICI sector.  For the purpose of
consistency, the two recycling figures were combined and the total recycling
figure for the ICI sector is 538,892 tonnes.

4.3 DLC Recycling

The major components of DLC recycling consist of concrete, asphalt, wood and
gypsum.  Figure 6 illustrates how the recycling of these major components
fluctuated over the past 7 years.  In 2002, the amount of DLC material that was
recycled was 668,443 tonnes.

Figure 6: Recycling Trends in the DLC Sector
(1996-2002)
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Concrete and asphalt recycling accounts for 80% of the recycling in the DLC
sector.  This material is crushed, sorted by size and reused as aggregate.  The
recycling rate is typically dependant demolition/construction projects and has a
tendency to fluctuate erratically from year to year.

Wood waste is recycled by several private companies.  Depending on the
quality of the material received, it is chipped for fibre or ground up for hog fuel.
In 2002, a new company started processing landclearing materials which in the



past was disposed of in landfills.  This initiative by the private sector increased
wood waste diversion and enhanced wood recycling by more than 50,000
tonnes in 2002, as shown in Figure 6.

Gypsum waste is primarily produced from construction, renovation and
demolition projects.  The amount of gypsum recycled has been consistent over
the past seven years.  There are two local recyclers of gypsum waste. One
operation separates the paper from the gypsum mineral and has established
markets for these two components.  The other operation exports unprocessed
wallboard to a gypsum manufacturer in the United States.  In 2002, 60,500
tonnes of gypsum waste was collected from the DLC sector and recycled.

The current reporting system does not appear to capture all of the materials
being diverted and recycled.  It is estimated that large amounts of metal are
removed from the waste stream and recycled without being accounted for.

4.4 Product Stewardship

Product Stewardship is an approach that shifts end-of-life management
responsibilities from the general taxpayer to the manufacturers and consumers
who produce and use the goods.  Many manufacturers now provide programs
for consumers to recycle or safely dispose of products.  In some cases,
consumers pay environmental fees to recover the costs of these programs, and
sometimes they pay deposits as incentives to participate in the programs.
Product stewardship also encourages manufacturers to consider environmental
impacts when designing their products. The GVRD supports these programs
and depends on them to achieve the goals of the Solid Waste Management Plan.

The Province of British Columbia is a leader in developing and implementing
product stewardship programs. Programs that have been developed are beverage
containers, tires, lead-acid batteries, used oil, pharmaceuticals, paint, pesticides
and flammable liquids.

Table 2 lists the product stewardship programs in British Columbia, when the
programs were started, the recovery rates and the recovered tonnage within the
GVRD.  The table also separates the product stewardship programs into two
groups, municipal solid waste (MSW) and household hazardous waste (HHW).



Product Start Date Recovery
Rate

2002 Recovery within
the GVRD (tonnes)

Municipal Solid
Waste

Tires 1991 90% 46,740
Lead-acid batteries 1991 90% 4,956
Beverage containers: 1997

Non-alcoholic 73% 12,680
Wine and Spirits 85% 24,900
Beer containers 94% 53,539

SUB-TOTAL 142,815

Household
Hazardous Waste

Lubricating oil 1992 80% 20,000
Paint 1994 n/a 1968
Pharmaceuticals 1996 n/a 5.6
Flammable liquids 1997 n/a 21
Pesticides 1997 n/a 3.5

SUB-TOTAL 21,998

TOTAL 164,813

Table 2:  Summary of Product Stewardship Programs in 2002

In 2002, a total of 164,813 tonnes of material was recovered and recycled under
product stewardship programs in the GVRD.  21,998 tonnes is considered
HHW and 142,815 tonnes is considered MSW.  In previous solid waste annual
reports, the MSW component that was collected under product stewardship
programs were accounted for in ICI recycling.  For consistency, the amount of
MSW materials collected from the product stewardship programs were included
in the total ICI recycling figures.



4.5 Summary of Recycling Activity in 2002

Table 3 summarises the recycling activity in the GVRD in 2002 by sector and
by commodity.  The recycling figure for the ICI sector includes MSW materials
from the product stewardship programs.

Material
Residential

(tonnes)
ICI*

(tonnes)
DLC

(tonnes)
Total

(tonnes)

Newspaper
(ONP)

45,570 37,124 82,694

Corrugated
Cardboard
(OCC)

14,239 107,836 122,075

Mixed Paper 42,722 96,250 138,972

Glass 4,384 112,683 117,067

Metal 10,417 6,659 7733 24,809

Plastic 1,862 12,189 14,051

Mixed
Recyclables

16,596 1,023 17,619

Yard Waste &
Compost

125,254 113,432 238,686

Lead Acid
Batteries

4,956 4,956

Tires 46,740 46,740

Concrete 354,557 354,557

Asphalt 117,358 117,358

Gypsum 60,514 60,514

Wood Waste 107,168 107,168

Other 21,113 21,113

Total 261,044 538,892 668,443 1,468,379

* Sum of private ICI recycling and MSW product stewardship figures.

Table 3: Summary of Recycling Activity in the GVRD in 2002.



5. DISPOSAL BY SECTOR

Table 4 summarizes of solid waste disposed, recycled and generated in the
GVRD by sector in 2002.  The residential and ICI disposal figures are based on
actual in-bound tonnage into the regional solid waste management system.  The
DLC disposal figure is an estimate.  The “SW Generated” figure is the sum of
the “SW Disposed” and “SW Recycled”.  The table also indicates the
proportion of the solid waste stream that each sector represents.

SECTOR
SW

Disposed
(tonnes)

SW
Recycled
(tonnes)

SW
Generated

(tonnes)

Percent
Generated

Residential 356,408 261,044 617,452 21.3%

ICI 667,001 538,892* 1,205,893 41.5%

DLC 410,040 668,443 1,078,483 37.2%

TOTAL 1,433,449 1,473,391 2,901,828 100%

* Sum of private ICI recycling and MSW product stewardship figures.

Table 4: Summary of solid waste disposed, recycled and generated in the
GVRD in 2002.

5.1 History of Waste Disposal in the GVRD

The 1995 Regional Solid Waste Management Plan provides a framework that
outlines how solid waste would be managed in the GVRD with an objective to
reduce annual waste disposal per capita.   From 1990 to 2002, the population in
the GVRD has grown by approximately 35% to an estimated 2,114,314 people
in 2002.  The GVRD manages the regional solid waste system which focuses on
disposal of residential and ICI sector waste, and implemented recycling
programs and approaches to divert solid waste from disposal.  Figure 7
illustrates how these programs and approaches have contributed to reducing the
annual solid waste disposed (excluding DLC sector) in the GVRD.



Figure 7: Comparison of solid waste disposed (Residential and ICI 
Sector) vs. population growth in the GVRD
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6.0 WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE

6.1 Waste for Disposal

Residential and ICI waste is disposed of in the GVRD’s regional solid waste
management system.  This system consists of six transfer stations and three
disposal facilities.  The cost of operating the disposal infrastructure is funded
from a uniform rate or tipping fee charged on every tonne of solid waste
received.  In 2002 the tipping fee charged at all regional facilities was $65.00
per tonne.

DLC waste is separate from the regional solid waste management system and is
disposed of either at a private landfill in Richmond, the Vancouver Landfill or
at one of several landfills that are not under GVRD jurisdiction.  Figure 8
illustrates the proportions of waste disposed by sector.

 

Figure 8:  Proportion of Waste Disposed in 2002 from 
the Different Sectors
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6.2 Movement of Waste for Disposal

When residential and ICI waste is collected or dropped of for disposal within
the GVRD, it typically goes to one of the following facilities:

• North Shore Transfer Station

• Vancouver Transfer Station



• Coquitlam Resource Recovery Plant

• Langley Transfer Station

• Matsqui Transfer Station

• Maple Ridge Transfer Station

• Waste-To-Energy Facility

• Vancouver Landfill

The initial deposition of collected waste depends on where the waste is
collected and the type of waste collected.  Usually the closest facility or most
convenient facility will be utilized although not all types of waste are accepted
at every facility.  Waste collected at the transfer stations is consolidated and
delivered to one of three disposal facilities (Vancouver Landfill, Waste-To-
Energy Facility or Cache Creek Landfill).

DLC waste materials are collected at construction, landclearing or demolition
sites by haulers who transport the waste to an intermediate facility (for transfer
and/or processing prior to recycling or disposal), or to a disposal site.  The only
privately operated DLC landfill presently licensed by the GVRD is located in
the City of Richmond.  The Vancouver Landfill also receives DLC waste
material (more than 80% wood waste) for use in road construction and for
landscaping purposes at the landfill.  It is understood that DLC waste collected
by haulers are sometimes disposed at First Nations landfills, operated outside
the Plan.

Transfer Stations

With the exception of Vancouver Transfer Station, which is publicly owned and
operated, the region’s transfer stations are operated and maintained by
independent contractors.  They are an important part of the GVRD waste
management system because they provide a convenient place for local waste to
be dropped off and compacted into larger trucks, which in turn haul the waste to
disposal sites.  This reduces travel distances, traffic and air pollution.  Transfer
stations in themselves have minimal environmental impact because all waste
accepted leaves within a short timeframe and therefore does not develop
undesirable characteristics such as leachate and methane gas.



Transfer stations also allow the waste to be screened before it is transported to a
disposal site.  Hazardous wastes and recyclable materials are typically removed
at transfer station to reduce the environmental impact of the waste.  The amount
of recyclable materials diverted at the transfer stations was 38,534 tonnes in
2002.

In 2002, 78% (878,950 tonnes) of residential and ICI waste collected were
dropped off at one of the six transfer stations.  This includes waste from
Abbotsford (51,234 tonnes).  Figure 9 illustrates the proportion of waste that is
received at each of the transfer stations in the GVRD waste management
system.
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Figure 9: Solid waste received (tonnes) at regional 
transfer stations in 2002



6.3 Disposal Facilities

Waste-To-Energy Facility

The Waste-To-Energy Facility in Burnaby provides an economical and efficient
method of solid waste disposal while generating a valuable source of energy.
The Waste-To-Energy facility processed 264,361 tonnes of waste in 2002.
Environmental monitoring and controls on emissions have resulted in the
Waste-To-Energy Facility being recognized as one of the best plants in North
America by the Solid Waste Association of North America.

The majority of the waste received at the facility is hauled directly to the Waste-
To-Energy facility (60%) by collection vehicles.  The rest of the waste is
delivered from transfer stations.

The residuals from the facility include bottom ash, ferrous metal and fly ash.
Bottom ash and ferrous metal consists of the unburned residuals from the
burning process.  Ferrous metals are removed by a magnetic separator and
utilized by a metal recycler.  Bottom Ash is utilized by the Vancouver Landfill
as daily cover and road construction material.  In 2002, 42,629 tonnes of bottom
ash was sent to Vancouver Landfill.

Flyash consists of contaminants that are captured in the air pollution control
equipment.  The fly ash is stabilized prior to disposal at Cache Creek Landfill.
In 2002, 10,152 tonnes of flyash was disposed of at Cache Creek Landfill.  This
figure is not accounted for in the overall disposal figures because it is already
accounted for as disposal at the Waste-To-Energy facility.

Ferrous metals are recovered from the facility and utilized by a metal recycler.
The ferrous metals recycled are considered a credit to the disposal system which
amounted to 8481 tonnes in 2002.  Therefore, the amount of waste disposed by
the Burnaby Waste-To-Energy Facility in 2002 was 255,880 tonnes from
residential and ICI sources.

Vancouver Landfill

The Vancouver Landfill is operated by the City of Vancouver.  Located in
Delta, it provides final disposal of waste from Vancouver, Richmond, Delta,
White Rock, parts of Surrey and the DLC sector.  Much of the waste that is
delivered to the landfill comes from transfer stations, however, 23% of the total
disposed waste is brought directly to the landfill.  In 2002, the Vancouver
Landfill received 386,912 tonnes of waste from the residential and ICI sector.



The presence of a local landfill benefits the regional solid waste system by
allowing for efficient management of large seasonal fluctuations in solid waste
quantities.  This allows, for example, for a smaller hauling fleet that would
otherwise be necessary.

Cache Creek Landfill

Cache Creek Landfill is located approximately 300km northeast of Vancouver.
All of the waste delivered to this site is sent first to one of the regional transfer
stations and then transported in compacted form to the landfill.  The very low
rainfall rate in the area significantly reduces the difficulty of managing leachate
and landfill gas from this landfill.

The cost of hauling from the source of the waste in the GVRD to the landfill is
made economical because the vehicles that haul waste to the site return to the
Lower Mainland with full loads of wood chips from the interior.  This co-
operative venture also makes it more economically viable for logging operators
in the Cache Creek area to recover and reuse low quality logs.

Cache Creek Landfill is an integral part of the GVRD waste management
system.  In 2002, this landfill received 382,194 tonnes of waste from the
GVRD, 10,152 tonnes of treated flyash from the Waste-To-Energy Facility,
51,234 tonnes of waste from Abbotsford and 44,307 tonnes of waste from other
regional districts on Vancouver Island, Powell River and interior British
Columbia.

6.4 Summary of Solid Waste Movement for Disposal

The final destination of waste for disposal is illustrated in Figure 5.  It is
important to note that material that is delivered to the Waste-To-Energy Facility
is burned and the products of this process are bottom ash, ferrous metal and fly
ash.  The final destination of the bottom ash is Vancouver Landfill, ferrous
metal is metal recyclers and flyash is Cache Creek Landfill.  The quantities for
these materials have been subtracted from the Waste-To-Energy figures and
added to the Cache Creek Landfill and Vancouver Landfill figures.
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Figure 5:  Illustration of waste flow from source to final destination

7.0 SUMMARY

The numerical objective of the 1995 Regional Solid Waste Management Plan is
to achieve an annual waste disposal per capita rate of 0.69 tonnes by the year
2000.  This is based on reducing the 1990 waste generation rate of 1.38 tonnes
per capita by 50%.

Table 5 summarizes disposed, recycled and generated figures for the GVRD in
2002.  Based on the GVRD’s population of 2,114,314, the per capita figures
were calculated below.  In 2002, the total waste disposed per capita in the
GVRD was 0.678 tonnes.

SW
Disposed
(tonnes)

SW
Recycled
(tonnes)

SW
Generated

(tonnes)

GVRD 1,433,449 1,470,445 2,903,894

Per Capita 0.678 0.695 1.373

Table 5: Summary of solid waste management in the GVRD in 2002.
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RECYC-QUÉBEC
The Société québécoise de récupération et de 

recyclage (RECYC-QUÉBEC) was created in the year 1990.

It  reports directly to the Québec’s Minister of the 
Environment.

According to the Act respecting the Société 
québécoise de récupération et de recyclage, RECYC-
QUÉBEC’s mission is to promote and develop the 
reduction, reuse, recovery and recycling of containers, 
packaging, materials and products, as well as their 
reclamation, to facilitate resource conservation.



Québec Residual Materials Management 
Policy 1998-2008 : Goals

The main goal of the Policy is to recover 65 
percent of the residual materials that can be 
recovered each year.

Municipalities

Industrial, commercial and institutional 
establishments (ICI)

Construction, renovation and demolition 
sector (C&D)



Québec Residual Materials Management 
Policy 1998-2008 : Role of RECYC-QUÉBEC

Recyc-Québec is responsible for 
coordinating recovery initiatives proposed 
in the policy. 

Among other responsibilities, it will:

«Develop and manage a information 
gathering system that makes it possible to 
assess overall progress as well as the 
progress of individual sectors with regard 
to residual materials recovery objectives»



The survey :  Aiming for the goal
Recovery rate 

Amount collected for recycling

• per sector (municipal, ICI et C&D)

• per type of material (paper, glass, etc.)

Amount collected for disposal

• per sector (municipal, ICI et C&D)

• per type of material (paper, glass, etc.)



The survey :  Types of residual waste 
According to the Québec Residual materials    
Management Policy 1998-2008

Waste categories

• Papers, glass, metals, plastics, bulky wastes, 
HHW, organic wastes, textiles, tires, C&D 
wastes, etc.

Excluded waste categories

• Mining residues, animal by-products, 
biomedical wastes, hazardous wastes other 
than domestic, scrap vehicles, manure, 
contaminated soils, residues from primary 
industries, etc.



The Survey :  Steps1

Updating database

Questionnaire preparation and validation 

Mailing to 1 008 facilities in 2002
• Recovery facilities

(Material recycling facilities, composting 
facilities and other recovery centers)

• Disposal facilities

(Landfills, incinerators, etc.)



The Survey :  Steps2

Telephone assistance service

Receiving questionnaires and verification 
of data

Data compilation and extraction of sector-
related results

Interpretation and presenting results to 
sector-related associations

Publication of the Waste Management 
Survey

** There is no legal obligation to 
respond to the survey **



The Survey :  Participating rates
Recovery facilities

• Material recycling facilities 100 %

• Other recovery centers 84 %

• Composting facilities 97 %

Disposal facilities 
• Landfills 100 %

• Incinerators 100 %

• Dry field sites 98 %

• En-trenched disposal sites 68 %

Overall participating rate 82 %



The survey :  Overall results (tons)

1988 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002
Waste Recovery 1 258 000 1 596 000 1 974 000 2 985 000 3 351 000 3 813 000 4 771 000
Waste Disposal 5 744 000 5 389 000 5 029 000 5 327 000 5 537 000 6 908 000 6 493 000
Waste Production 7 002 000 6 985 000 7 003 000 8 312 000 8 888 000 10 721 000 11 264 000

Recovery rate
1 18% 23% 28% 36% 38% 36% 42%

Recovery rate
2 21% 27% 33% 42% 44% 39% 47%

Population 6 860 400 7 150 700 7 275 000 7 208 884 7 334 094 7 372 448 7 455 208

Rate per capita (ton/capita/year)
Recovery 0,18 0,22 0,27 0,41 0,46 0,52 0,64
Disposal 0,84 0,75 0,69 0,74 0,75 0,94 0,87
Production 1,02 0,97 0,96 1,15 1,21 1,46 1,51

1  Based on waste production
2  Based on the recovery potential



The survey :  Waste production 2002 (tons)

Municipal ICI C&D
Waste recovery 598 000 2 398 000 1 775 000 4 771 000
Waste disposal 2 876 000 2 261 000 1 356 000 6 493 000
Waste production 3 474 000 4 659 000 3 131 000 11 264 000

Sectors Total

Municipal
31%

ICI
41%

C&D
28%



The survey :  Recovery rate per sector (tons)

Recovered / R. potential
Sectors 2002 2000
Municipal 3 474 000 3 028 000 1 817 000 598 000 20% 16% 60%
ICI 4 659 000 4 230 000 3 384 000 2 398 000 57% 50% 80%
C&D 3 131 000 2 845 000 1 707 000 1 775 000 62% 47% 60%
Total 11 264 000 10 103 000 6 908 000 4 771 000 47% 40% 65%

Goals (%)Produced Recovery 
potential

Goals Recovered



The survey :  Curbside recycling results (tons)

1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002
Matières
Papers 101 000 130 000 198 000 216 000 258 000 301 000
Glass 22 000 28 000 42 000 34 000 40 000 30 000
Metals 5 000 7 000 11 000 11 000 13 000 13 000
Plastics 4 000 6 000 10 000 8 000 11 000 11 000
Total 132 000 171 000 261 000 269 000 322 000 355 000

Recovered / R. potential
Matières 2002 2000
Papers 901 000 541 000 300 000 33% 29% 60%
Glass 191 000 115 000 30 000 16% 20% 60%
Metals 81 000 49 000 13 000 16% 12% 60%
Plastics 183 000 110 000 11 000 6% 5% 60%
Total 1 356 000 815 000 354 000 26% 23% 60%

Recovery 
potential

Goals Recovered Goals (%)



The survey :  Our goal



Questions ?

www.RECYC-QUEBEC .gouv.qc.ca



Alberta Waste Information Summary – April/04

MUNICIPAL WASTE REPORTING

Per Capita Waste Disposal – Municipal Solid Waste
Waste disposal information is collected on an annual basis from representative Alberta
municipal landfills to measure waste reduction performance (target of 500 kg waste
disposal per capita by 2010).

There are about 27 representative landfills/landfill authorities that supply data for this
measurement. Key criteria for landfills used is that they have weigh scales, they have a
relatively stable population base reporting to them, they are public (municipal facilities),
and that they are willing to take part. The data submission is voluntary on the part of the
landfills.

The measurement focuses only tonnage disposed – it does not measure recycling,
composting or any other waste diversion activities.

The tonnage that is counted toward the per capita figure is that from Residential,
Industrial/Commercial/Institutional (ICI), and Construction/Renovation/Demolition
(CRD) waste going to municipal landfills. Information is not collected on private or
industrial landfills -- only municipal (and a few private landfills that receive municipal
waste). Biosolids are counted. Most of the landfills are able to source separate tonnage
and attribute specific amounts to Residential, ICI and CRD. Those that cannot source
separate supply an overall tonnage that is then counted as “Residential”.

The provincial population figures from the Municipal Services Branch's "Official
Population List" are used to determine the number of people accessing a particular
landfill. Of the approximately three million people in Alberta, about 2.5 million are
covered within the measured landfills. The per capita rate for the remaining population
(both urban and rural) is estimated, based on the measured rates. The overall
measurement is audited and signed off by the Auditor General.

Municipal Landfills Waste Management Reports
The following reports are submitted to the Director responsible for issuance of the
approval or registration (typically done through the Regional Offices). Reports vary
somewhat from region to region.

a. Approvals for Municipal (Class II) Landfills >10,000 tonnes per year require
monitoring and reporting for a variety of environmental and operational parameters.
(See Attachment #1)

b. Registrations for Municipal (Class II) Landfills < 10,000 tonnes per year require
monitoring and reporting in accordance with the Code of Practice for Landfills:
“During the active life of the landfill, the person responsible shall prepare an annual
report for the landfill covering the calendar year from January 1 to December 31, and



shall place the report in the operating record by March 31 of the following year. The
annual report shall contain the following information: (a) the types and volume of wastes
disposed of at the landfill in the preceding year, and the locations of disposal of wastes
requiring special handling; (b) the following environmental monitoring records and their
interpretation: (i) groundwater monitoring, as specified in section 8(1) or (2), (ii) gas
monitoring as specified in section 7(2)(e), and (iii) records on the quality of surface water
released to the environment, as specified in section 7(13); (c) any remedial action taken
in relation to clause (b).”

INDUSTRIAL/HAZARDOUS WASTE REPORTING

Annual INDUSTRIAL Waste Management Reports
This report is an approval requirement for industrial and hazardous waste/hazardous
recyclables management facilities (Schedule 1, Division 1) and for industrial facilities
(Schedule 1, Division 2) of the Activities Designation Regulation. It provides information
on the management of non-hazardous waste as well as the management of hazardous
waste/hazardous recyclables on-site and off-site. Any hazardous waste moving off-site is
also reported through the Hazardous Waste Manifest System. The report is not relevant to
municipal landfills as they receive only non-hazardous waste.

A copy of the annual INDUSTRIAL waste management report form:
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/env/protenf/forms/AnnualSummary_WasteMgtData.pdf

Monthly INDUSTRIAL/HAZARDOUS Waste Inventory Reports
Industrial/hazardous waste management facilities must complete monthly waste
inventory reports in addition to annual waste management reports to identify waste
volumes on site. Monthly waste management reports are completed by industrial waste
management facilities storing/handling/managing hazardous waste/hazardous recyclables.
The purpose of these reports is to ensure that the waste volumes stored on-site do not
exceed approval limits.

A copy of the monthly waste inventory report form:
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/env/protenf/forms/MonthlyReportByClass.pdf



Attachment #1: Minimum landfill monitoring and reporting requirements specified in
approvals for landfills receiving >10,000 tonnes waste per year.

  Monitoring

Parameters Frequency
Method of
Monitoring

Sampling
Location

Reporting
Report
To

Volume/Weight and
type of waste
received

Continuous
when
operating

Weigh Scale
/ Estimated

At entrance to
landfill

Scale
record/oper
ating record

Weight and type of
material removed

Continuous
when
operating

Weigh Scale
/ Estimated

Entrance to landfill Scale
record/oper
ating record

Hazardous wastes
detection

Continuous
when
operating

As per
Operations
Plan, Waste
Screening
Section

At entrance to
landfill and all
disposal, compost,
biodegradation
(ETC) or storage
location

Operating
record

Location of waste
deposited

Continuous
when
operating

As per
Operations
Plan

In trenches or
/cells or /surface
location or /active
portion of landfill

Operating
record

Cover material
thickness

Continuous
when
operating

As per
Operations
Plan

At active portion of
landfill cell(s)

Operating
record

Working face width Continuous
when
operating

As per
Operations
Plan

At active portion of
landfill cell(s)

Operating
record

Final Cover When cover
material is
applied

As per
Operations
Plan and/or
Closure Plan

Upon completion of
cell(s)

Operating
record and
closure
report

intermediate cover
material

When cover
material is
applied

As per
Operations
Plan

On completion of
cell(s)

Operating
record

Leachate level
monitoring

As per
Operations
Plan

As per
Operations
Plan

Leachate
manhole(s)

Operating
record

Leachate analysis Quarterly As per
Operations
Plan

Leachate
manhole(s)

Operating
record

Volume of leachate
removed

As removed As per
Operations
Plan

Leachate
manhole(s)

Operating
record

Landfill gas
monitoring

As per Gas
Management
Program

As per
Operations
Plan

Gas monitoring
locations

Gas
monitoring
report

Surface water
monitoring

As per Surface
Water
Management
Plan

As per
Operations
Plan

Stormwater
retention pond

Operating
record

Groundwater
Monitoring

As per
Groundwater
Monitoring
Program

As per
Operations
Plan

At groundwater
monitor wells

Groundwate
r monitoring
report

Director



Nova Scotia’s Annual Solid Waste-
Resource Management Diversion and

Cost Report

AKA - Nova Scotia’s Data Call



CCME Standard

• Adopted CCME
Standard in 1996

• Measure diversion
by measuring
disposal

• Obtain weigh scale
data from all
disposal sites in the
province



Incentive to Report

• Disposal sites are
regulated to report
disposal quantities

• Municipalities receive
approximately
$17/tonne for every
tonne diverted

• To know there
diversion rate



Dairy Funding Based on
Recycling Costs

• Dairy agreement signed in 2000

• Municipalities are paid to recycled
milk containers

• Funding is based on actual costs

• Costs include recycling collection,
amortized capital (recycling equipment,

MRF, transfer stations), MRF operating
costs, administration and education

• Amortized transfer station costs
allocated based upon weight



Now Ask for Everything
• Municipalities now report all tonnages

handled and all costs incurred for
– Recycling
– Composting (BYC and central)
– Disposal
– HHW

• Municipalities report all internal and external
revenue

• Private landfills report tonnages disposed and
diverted

• Annual survey
• Costs include amortized capital for all capital

(old and new)
• Includes residential, IC&I and C&D materials
• Other questions e.g. collection schedules,

tipping fees, # of serviced units, etc.
• Audit 4 disposal sites/year



Lessons Learned
• Some estimates required e.g. old capital, collection

%’s, etc.
• One survey does not fit all situations (survey has

changed based upon suggestions)
• Difficult to estimate administration costs
• Tonnes marketed is more accurate than tonnes

recycled
• Errors were recognized as most municipalities did

not bother to look at their last year’s numbers
• Produced comparative municipal cost tables
• After tax rebate costs
• Some data does not exist e.g. recycling collection

costs, # of cottages serviced, IC&I/ residential waste
split, disposal costs versus on-site diversion costs,
C&D, etc.

• Sometimes errors, sometimes oversight, sometimes
misunderstanding of question, sometimes……..

• Municipalities are now tracking more information



Other data

• RRFB Nova Scotia
provides
– Beverage container

quantities

– Used tire quantities

– Paint quantities



WASTE DATA COLLECTION IN
NEWFOUNDLAND AND

LABRADOR

WASTE MEASUREMENT WORKSHOP
MARCH 22, 2004



! Crown Agency of Provincial Department of
Environment and Conservation mandated to
develop, implement, and manage waste
diversion programs in Newfoundland and
Labrador 

MMSB 
(Multi-Materials 

Stewardship Board)



! Studies
< Mary’s Harbour, Cartwright, Nain - 1998
< Labrador Straits - 1999
< Green Bay - 1999-2000

! Challenges

PRESENTATION OVERVIEW



Labrador Straits

Coastal Labrador

Green Bay



! Quebec-Labrador Foundation with AMEC

! July 1998, one week in each community

! Residential and ICI

! Material type - recyclability, compostability

! Kg/cap/day for total waste but not by material

! Seasonality

MARY’S HARBOUR,
CARTWRIGHT, NAIN



! Quebec-Labrador Foundation

! July 1999, one week

! Residential and ICI

! Material type - recyclability, compostability

! Lack of control at landfill

LABRADOR STRAITS



! Green Bay Waste Management Centre

! June 1999 to June 2000

! One month in each of four seasons

! Residential and ICI

! 80 households of 1 to 5+ people

! ICI by type

! Huge potential, lacked rigor

! Good data with little analysis

GREEN BAY



! Follow set methods

! Be aware of seasonality

! Strict control

! Seek professional assistance

! Make adjustments

! National group offer guidance

CONCLUSIONS



Issues in WasteIssues in Waste
Measurement WorkshopMeasurement Workshop

Banff, Alberta

March 2004



Environment Accounts and Statistics Division - Who areEnvironment Accounts and Statistics Division - Who are
we and what do we do?we and what do we do?

• 3 analytical sections
• Natural Resources and Accounts - integrating the economy and the

environment

• Spatial Analysis - analysis of environmental variables using thematic mapping
(GIS) technology and remote sensing

• Environmental Protection Accounts and Surveys
– Waste Management Industry Surveys - Government and Business

Sectors - (biennial)

– Environment Industry Survey (Supply of environmental goods and
services) - (biennial)

– Environmental Protection Expenditures Survey (Demand for
environmental goods and services) - (biennial)



• The waste management surveys - what we want to find out:
– Financial information: revenues, operating and capital expenditures and

employment
• revenue/expenditure and employment breakdowns by type of activity and

province / territory

–  Quantities of waste (hazardous and non-hazardous):
• Disposal, recycling, generation, exports, imports

• Per capita disposal rates tracked

– Specialised modules
• Landfill site characteristics in 2000

• Use of greenhouse gas technologies in 2002

• What we use - two surveys:
• Business sector : 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002

• Government sector: 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002



Government SectorGovernment Sector
• Sent to:

– public bodies that have waste management programs, including:

• local governments

• waste management boards and commissions

• provincial waste programs

• The survey frame is developed using the following criteria:
– population… threshold varies according to province / territory

– if a municipality has a waste disposal or material recycling facility within its borders

– 2002 - N= 758



• Sent to:
– Waste management firms, including those that:

• collect solid waste and recyclables

• operate solid non-hazardous and hazardous waste disposal facilities as well as
recycling and composting facilities

• The survey universe is derived from the Statistics Canada’s Business Register

•  The survey frame was developed using:
– revenue and employment levels that vary according to the province/territory of operation

– 2002 - N= 802

Business SectorBusiness Sector



Survey Response RatesSurvey Response Rates
• Based on the number of respondents:

1996 1998   2000 2002

– Business sector: 78% 75% 74% 75%

– Government Sector: 94% 90% 83% 91%

• High response rates due to
– the extensive collection/processing infrastructure that exists at Statistics

Canada

– mandatory nature of the surveys



ChallengesChallenges

• Until recently, differences in concepts and definitions across
Canada
– The manuals and methodologies developed by the GAP working group

have solved some of these problems

• Difficulties in identifying the sources (Residential, IC&I, C&D) of
waste and recyclables
– Improving as tracking technologies improve
– Large private firms much better at tracking

• Lack of weigh scales at the gates of facilities
– still a problem in smaller facilities



New Waste DataNew Waste Data

• Preliminary 2002 data are available in June - Full report due to be
released in early fall

• Surveys for 2004 reference year to be mailed out in March and
April, 2005



The future...The future...

Stat
s



How can we (StatCan and the provinces and territories)How can we (StatCan and the provinces and territories)
work together?work together?



Provinces need:Provinces need:

• detailed annual waste and recyclable quantity data provided on a
timely basis (e.g., within 12 months of the end of the reference
year)

• data at the “micro” or municipal level

• other?



Statistics Canada Statistics Canada needsneeds……

• to publish detailed waste and recyclable quantity data on a
national and provincial level of aggregation

• to use common questions, concepts and definitions to ensure
consistency

• to protect the confidentiality of the respondent

• to ensure that each respondent is not unduly burdened by too
many surveys



And????And????……..so???..so???

• How can STC meet the needs of the provinces and territories while
simultaneously holding up its responsibilities at the national data
collector and provider?

– Confidentiality?

• Section 12 of the Statistics Act says “The Minister may enter into an agreement
with any department or municipal or other corporation for the sharing of
information collected from a respondent by either Statistics Canada or the
department or corporation on behalf of both of them and for the subsequent
tabulation or publication based on that information”

• meaning that we can provide the provincial governments with the data we
collect provided that the municipalities are informed of such an agreement in
advance and consent to this sharing of data



And????And????……..so??? ..so??? (cont.)(cont.)

• Consent is NOT required if the province has legislation in place
that compels the municipality to respond.



And????And????……..so??? ..so??? (continued again)(continued again)

• If questions currently asked on StatCan waste surveys do not
meet the needs of primary data users (e.g., different levels of
government) we can revise them as long as integrity of existing
time-series is maintained.

• StatCan is willing to do this,
– but if changes are to be made to 2004 RY questionnaire, they must be

made before the end of April 2004.



Road ahead?Road ahead?

• From here, we can take a couple of different routes:
1. As long as there is a need for national data and the funds are available,

StatCan will continue to administer waste surveys.

• this will continue to annoy respondents who are receiving too many
%#$?$%?$ surveys! (that’s a quote)

2. We can work together to develop (change existing survey if need be) one
data collection vehicle that meets needs of all parties and levels of
government.



Suggestions for discussionSuggestions for discussion

• The CCME dropped waste off the agenda a few years ago and since then
there has not been a central coordinating body vis-à-vis waste issues in
Canada

• Can we set up such a coordinating body?

• Similar collaborations already exist
– Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)
– Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics

• Both are formal collaborations between the federal and
provincial/territorial levels of government that coordinate the
mechanisms through which everyone’s data needs are met.



Suggestions for discussion (cont.)Suggestions for discussion (cont.)

• Even if we do not have a central co-ordinating body, can we
agree to a common collection vehicle?

• What we want to avoid –  (to quote a certain waste specialist from
Environment Canada) – a “fruit salad” of waste data

• No one wants data that contradict one another



THANK-YOU!
• John A. Marshall

Senior Analyst
Environment Protection Accounts and Surveys
Environment Accounts and Statistics Division
 Statistics Canada
john.marshall@statcan.ca
613-951-0347
Fax: 951-0634
Statistics Canada Website: http://www.statcan.ca



GAPGAP

Generally Accepted Principles
(GAP) …for calculating residential

waste flows

Maria Kelleher, Managing Partner
RIS International Ltd



The origins of GAPThe origins of GAP

• Strathroy - contract awarded on basis of
very high diversion percentage (>90%)

• Contractor who did not win launched suit

• Key question became “what does a
particular  diversion percentage mean?

• CSR - Corporations Supporting Recycling
volunteered to set up a committee to
address issue



Why CSR SpearheadedWhy CSR Spearheaded
Development of GAPDevelopment of GAP

• One of CSR objectives is to develop and
promote cost effective recycling and
waste management systems

• Good data is the key to optimizing waste
diversion systems

• CSR recognized the need for a national
approach to data reporting

• GAP is a good method to collect good
data



GAP VisionGAP Vision

• GAP stands for Generally Agreed
Principles

• Purpose of GAP for waste flow is to
develop a common reporting framework
which allows municipalities across Canada
to compare diversion and cost of
residential waste management systems

• Started with RESIDENTIAL, moved on to
ALL MUNICIPAL WASTE



Why GAP?Why GAP?

• Locally defined rules – often politically or
economically driven diversion reporting

•  Municipal search for higher diversion/
lower cost systems require quality
information

• Needed consistent reporting approach

• No ‘right or wrong’ methods- but need
consistency

• Consensus approach to common
methodology



Benefits of GAP To UsersBenefits of GAP To Users

• Debunks ‘myths’ about other
municipalities doing better than you are

• If they are not using GAP, you do not
know if their numbers are ‘real’ or not

• Require others to use GAP to compare to
your municipality



Some GAP ComparisonsSome GAP Comparisons

• Trois Rivieres
12%

• Winnipeg 18%

• Calgary 19%

• Banff 24%

• Toronto 25% (31%
in 2002)

• Markham, 31%

• Whitehorse 32%
(all municipal)

• Guelph 38%

• Peel 44%

• St. Thomas 45%

• Seattle,
Washington 46%

• Halifax 56%



Benefits of GAP To UsersBenefits of GAP To Users

• Common framework to collect, report and
summarize waste management
information

• Good guide to putting simple data
collection systems in place

– After systems in place, easy to do
annual updates

• Good monitoring tool to measure
performance of diversion systems from
one year to the next



The GAP Team - National andThe GAP Team - National and
Multi-StakeholderMulti-Stakeholder

• Municipal (Kootenay, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto,
Guelph, Halifax)

• Provincial Government (BC, Alberta, Ontario,
NS)

• Federal Government (Env Can, Statscan,
NRCAN)

• Industry (Clorox)

• Stewardship Organizations (MPSC, CSQ)

• NGOs (AOMGMR, Quebec, RCA)

• Associations (FCM, Canada Composting Council)



Concept and ApproachConcept and Approach

• Keep it simple

• Collect minimal amount of data

• “entry level” data collection tool

• Put all summary municipal data on one
page; GAP data creates a GAP Chart

• Started with faxed forms; moved to excel
format

• Can download Excel workbook from CSR
website





GAP household Waste Flow ChartGAP household Waste Flow Chart

Summary Statistics

A.1 In-Property
Managment

A.2 Household
Waste Generation

C.1 Stewardship System
Processing

Diversion

B.4 Kerbside household source
separated organics collection

B.5 Bulky & Special Waste collection

B.6  Drop Off at Depots, Transfer, &
Disposal Site

B.7 Kerbside household Garbage
Collection

C.4 Diversion at Landfill or
Transfer Sites

C.5 HSW Treatment/ Re-
use / Recycling

C.6 Incineration & EFW

C.7 Mixed Waste
Processing

D.4 Recyclables Diverted

D.5 Organics Diverted

D.6 EFW Mass Reduction

D.8 Hazardous Waste Landfill

D.9 Landfill

D.10 Other Disposal

Collection Processing Final Destination

Recovery

Disposal

B.1 household Component of Deposit,
Return & Stewardship Programmes

B.2 Household Re-use

B.3 Kerbside household recyclables
collection

C.2 Recyclables
Processing

C.3 Organics Processing

D.1 Deposit, Return and Stewardship
Programmes

D.2 Re-use

D.3 On Property Managment

D.7 HHW Re-use / Recycling



Data needed in GAPData needed in GAP

• Population, households
• On-site management:

• Backyard composters;
•  policies on grasscycling;
•  organic waste collected in aerated carts;
• estimates of open burning/burning in

fireplaces

• Curbside recyclables, organics, garbage
• Drop off recyclables, organics, garbage
• Residue rates at MRF and composting site



Special Collection and Drop-OffSpecial Collection and Drop-Off
Data CategoriesData Categories
• Recyclables (just one category)
• Xmas trees
• Source separated organics
• Leaf and yard waste
• bulky
• white goods
• scrap metals
• Tires
• HHW(HSW)
• C&D
• Other
• Garbage



““DefaultDefault”” values in GAP values in GAP

• 100 kg/composter
• 36kg/cap for garburators
• 5% for MRF residue rate
• 20% for composting residue rate
• Municipality can use their own data, but

must show source
• Residue default values set at rate to

encourage better measurement
• Diversion in GAP is “net of residue” – an

incentive to reduce residues



DiversionDiversion in GAP in GAP

• deposit, return and stewardship programs
automatically calculated per capita for each
province

• re-use (managed by municipality)

• backyard composting, grass-cycling,

• evapotranspiration (aerated carts only)

• garburators (if biosolids diverted)

• HSW re-use and recycling

• recyclables diverted

• organics diverted



RRecoveryecovery and disposal in GAP and disposal in GAP

• EFW mass reduction considered to be
recovery

• Solid and hazardous waste landfill
considered to be disposal



GGAPAP Status Status

• 40 communities in Canada have GAP charts on
CSR website

• 15 UK GAPs on website
• Can now generate GAP chart automatically from

Datacall
• GAP is permanent ‘work in progress’, will

continue to evolve with more municipal input
• Decisions on GAP approach and rules made by

National multi-stakeholder team
– Rules change over time
– Meetings every three months by conference

call



Issues Addressed by GAP TeamIssues Addressed by GAP Team
in 2003-2004in 2003-2004

• definition of “beneficial use”; applies mostly to
tires, glass, low quality compost, chipped
wood

• how to address material use within landfill
boundaries (e.g. glass for roadbed
construction, etc.);

• are all “beneficial uses” considered diversion,
etc

• How to get more Canadian municipalities to
use GAP



Some GAP ComparisonsSome GAP Comparisons

• Trois Rivieres
12%

• Winnipeg 18%

• Calgary 19%

• Banff 24%

• Toronto 25% (31%
in 2002)

• Markham, 31%

• Whitehorse 32%
(all municipal)

• Guelph 38%

• Peel 44%

• St. Thomas 45%

• Seattle,
Washington 46%

• Halifax 56%



Benefits of GAPBenefits of GAP

• Can track progress from year to year

• Website has GAPs for 3 years for a
number of Canadian municipalities

• Ontario datacall automatically calculates
GAP diversion

• GAP % diversion a performance measure
used by Ontario MAH for municipal
reporting



Where To Find GAP ChartsWhere To Find GAP Charts

• www.csr.org



Solid Waste Benchmarking
in Western Canada

Striving for Continuous
Improvement



What is Benchmarking?

How are we doing?

How do we compare?

Are we getting value for money?

How can we improve?

Are our solid waste practices sustainable?



Who is Earth Tech?

 Specialists in liquid and solid waste
management

 APWA Management Innovation Award
Winner
– benchmarking wastewater, water and

stormwater

– Canada-wide partnership



Earth Tech Benchmarking Approach

 Collaboration with local governments to
develop performance measures

 Data collection and analysis by Earth
Tech

 Evaluation of results at a yearly workshop

 Based on management cycle of Plan, Do,
Measure



Study:
Review sick leave issue
Create standard customer survey
Examine collection methods vs. cost

Benchmarking:
Annual Review
Continuous improvement
Adds value to process

To Do:
Enact new policies

Management Cycle

Plan/
Thinking

Act
io

n

M
o

n
ito

r/

M
easure



Long-Term Benefits of Benchmarking

 Accurate comparisons between utilities

 Objective assessment of performance
gaps
– Prioritize improvements

– Invest limited funds for best effect

 Increased accountability and credibility

 Networking and problem-sharing



Basic Steps

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Opening WorkshopOpening Workshop

Data CollectionData Collection

Data Analysis and
Evaluation

Data Analysis and
Evaluation

Closing WorkshopClosing Workshop
Report & Database

Action Plans

Report & Database

Action Plans

Objectives

Performance Measures

Objectives

Performance Measures



Literature Review

 Previous and existing
SW measurement
programs

 Our own water,
wastewater and
stormwater program

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Opening
Workshop
Opening

Workshop

Data CollectionData Collection

Data Analysis
and Evaluation
Data Analysis
and Evaluation

Closing
Workshop
Closing

Workshop
Report & Database

Action Plans
Report & Database

Action Plans

Obj, Performance
Measures

Obj, Performance
Measures



Objectives & Performance Measures

 Objectives are
general principals
applied across the
utility

 PMs are concrete
and measurable, and
have standard
definitions

 Both are agreed on
by the partnership

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Opening
Workshop
Opening

Workshop

Data CollectionData Collection

Data Analysis
and Evaluation
Data Analysis
and Evaluation

Closing
Workshop
Closing

Workshop
Report & Database

Action Plans
Report & Database

Action Plans

Obj, Performance
Measures

Obj, Performance
Measures



Data Collection

 Data collected by Earth
Tech staff during site
visits

 Quality assured process

 Collect wide base of
information

 Local factors are
collected at each utility

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Opening
Workshop
Opening

Workshop

Data CollectionData Collection

Data Analysis
and Evaluation
Data Analysis
and Evaluation

Closing
Workshop
Closing

Workshop
Report & Database

Action Plans
Report & Database

Action Plans

Obj, Performance
Measures

Obj, Performance
Measures



Data Analysis and Evaluation

 Earth Tech enters
data into customized
database

 Comparisons,
identification of trends
from year to year and
between utilities

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Opening
Workshop
Opening

Workshop

Data CollectionData Collection

Data Analysis
and Evaluation
Data Analysis
and Evaluation

Closing
Workshop
Closing

Workshop
Report & Database

Action Plans
Report & Database

Action Plans

Obj, Performance
Measures

Obj, Performance
Measures



Closing Workshop

 Share results

 Discuss ideas, concerns,
strategies

 Refine performance
measures

 Identify opportunities to
improve performance
and implement best
practices

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Opening
Workshop
Opening

Workshop

Data CollectionData Collection

Data Analysis
and Evaluation
Data Analysis
and Evaluation

Closing
Workshop
Closing

Workshop
Report & Database

Action Plans
Report & Database

Action Plans

Obj, Performance
Measures

Obj, Performance
Measures



How Does Benchmarking Apply to
Solid Waste?

 Two streams:
– Waste Collection

– Waste Processing & Disposal

 Includes internal and contracted services

 Does not include private sector services at
this point



Current Utility Objectives

1. Meet regulatory requirements

2. Strive for customer satisfaction

3. Operate at minimum sustainable cost

4. Provide an environmentally sound
system

5. Operate safely



Performance Measures

 Currently at a “high level”

 Common across a range of participants

 Input vs. outcome based



Sample Performance Measures -
Collection

 Missed pickups per 1000 households

 O&M cost per tonne collected

 O&M cost per household

 # of accidents with lost time per 1000
labour hours



Sample Performance Measures –
Processing & Disposal

 Years of secure disposal capacity
remaining

 # of neighbour complaints per tonne

 O&M cost of disposal per tonne

 % of landfill gas collected and utilized



Sample Data Entry Form
No. of complaints received regarding collection services

Total Waste Recyclables Yard Waste Reference

City collection (SFU) 2,531 2,024 507 13

Contractor collection (MFU) 104 104 13

Total 6,443 4,853 1,590 0 13

Contractor collection (SFU) 3,808 2,725 1,083 13

Notes:

Satisfaction Surveys (collection)

Total Waste Recyclables Yard Waste Reference

No. of customers polled 600 5

No. of customers satisfied 510

% satisfaction 85%

Notes:
52% are very satisfied and 33% are moderately satisfied with the frequency of garbage and 
recycling collection. 

Total SFU = 6339. SFU Waste = 4749.  SFU Recyclables: 1590



Database



Database



Sample Graph – Collection

Recyclables Pick Up Cost per Tonne
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Sample Graph – disp

# of sick days taken per FTE
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Sample Graph – disp

Disposal Costs
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Pilot Results – Process

 Quantity of Data

 Quality of Data

 Relevance of Performance Measures

 Development of Best Practices



Strategies and Actions

 Quantity of data
– Increase # of participants

– Gradual change of contracts with service providers

 Quality of data
– Group participants by a common factor

– Revise definitions

 Relevance of Performance Measures
– Continuous revision



Next Steps

 Presentation at Water/Wastewater/
Stormwater workshop
– Determine interest of Ontario, Quebec,

Maritimes

 Decision on when/how to proceed with
Phase 2

 Opening workshop



Find Out More

 Brochure and proposal are online at:
http://www.nationalbenchmarking.ca
– Project Data Modules

– About Us  More Information
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